
BUDGET
DAY…TAKE PART IN

ACTIVITIES TO HELP YOU
UNDERSTAND THAT

BUDGETING INVOLVES
MAKING DECISIONS

ABOUT A FINITE
QUANTITY OF MONEY

PRIORITISE AND DECIDE
SPENDING AREAS

UNDERSTAND THAT
SPENDING IN ONE 

AREA AFFECTS
SPENDING IN ANOTHER

TODAY 
YOU 

WILL...
Give students an idea of the decisions

involved in practical financial
management, by putting them in
charge of the wealth of nations,

suggests Rachel Summers…
Discussing money matters can be

uncomfortable at the best of times;

getting to the heart of the issue with

a group of teens, already increasingly

conscious of the implications of

financial disparity within their peer

group, has the potential to be

unproductive at best and explosive at

worst. This lesson aims to help pupils

gain a practical understanding of

how budgeting works, by running

their own country. As they plan and

discuss, they’ll see how the finite pot

of money needs to be shared fairly

and sensibly – a simple but effective

message that they can translate back

to their own personal

circumstances

through further

home learning.

MAIN ACTIVITIES

COUNTING BEANS1
In small groups, each group is given a

government department of an

imaginary country. They are shown a

large container of dried beans, and it is

explained that this represents the sum

total of the country’s budget. 

They are to come up with a convincing

argument for why their department

should be given funds from the

country’s budget. Each group appoints

a spokesperson, and they listen to

each department’s arguments. 

After all the arguments have been

heard, a container is placed on each

group’s table. The teacher pours out

the beans to each group until the 

class calls out stop (at a high enough

volume!) Once the beans have been

divided, allow some time to discuss

whether the class believe they’ve 

been divided fairly. If necessary, 

allow some beans to be scooped into

a different container.

Suggested Government departments

> Education

> Crime

> Defence

> Pensions and benefits

> Health

> Government

> Environment

> Transport

STARTER ACTIVITY

‘GETTING A SLICE 
OF THE PIE’
Divide the class into groups, and

give to each one a large circle of

paper, a pair of scissors and a

marker pen. Explain that the circle

of paper represents the budget for

their school. Students need to 

work together to decide the kinds

of things the money needs to be

spent on, and how it should be

divided. They cut the ‘pie’ into

differently sized slices – the 

larger the slice, the more money 

it represents. They write their

categories on the ‘slices’ with 

the pen.

> What categories have they

chosen?

> Has anything important been

missed out?

> How did they decide how large

to cut the slices?

LESSON
PLAN
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2 TAKING THE TOUGH DECISIONS 

+ ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES
wheredoesmymoneygo.org
for visual representations of how tax
money is spent

hm-treasury.gov.uk/
2011budget_easyread.htm

Annual income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure nineteen six, result
happiness. Annual income twenty
pounds, annual expenditure twenty
pounds six, result misery.’ Mr Micawber
in David Copperfield, Dickens.

INFO BAR

+ STRETCH 
THEM FURTHER

+ ADJUST GAME 2 SO THAT
SOME GROUPS/COUNTRIES ARE
GIVEN A BIGGER BUDGET/MORE
BEANS THAN OTHERS. IT WILL
BECOME OBVIOUS THAT IF YOU
ARE A COUNTRY WITH A
SMALLER BUDGET, THEN A
CRISIS NEWS FLASH MAY WELL
MEAN THAT YOU HAVE TO MAKE
SOME DRASTIC CUTS IN ORDER
TO COPE WITH THE CHANGING
SITUATION. HOW DOES THIS
PLAY OUT ON THE REAL WORLD
STAGE?

Rachel Summers

believes there's

nothing more fun in

teaching than

creating

opportunities for

pupils to discover

new knowledge for

themselves. She

enjoys playing

around different

ideas with pupils of

all ages, and is

especially happy

when the results

surprise them both.

+ ABOUT 
THE EXPERT

Remind the pupils of the paper ‘pies’ at the beginning of the

lesson. Show them the pot of beans. We could represent this as a

larger pie; the principle is exactly the same. There is a finite

amount of money, and we needed to work out how to share it

fairly and sensibly. If one area gets more, then another will

necessarily get less. The same applies with budgeting our own

money. We need to prioritise our spending in order to make the

best use of our funds.

To see the decisions made by our government last year, show the

bubble chart on wheredoesmymoneygo.org. Are the decisions

they made similar to the ones students have made?

c

PSHE | KS4

HOME LEARNING
> Ask students to use a paper ‘pie’ to show the spending

priorities for their personal money. As it is pictorial and not

numeric, this should allow learners to compare their spending

patterns on a more equal basis.

> Watch the news and see how often references to the

government’s budget come up.

> Find the twitter feeds for government departments eg. the

treasury- @HMTreasury, Health- @DHgovuk, Education-

@educationgovuk and see how they make a case for their own

importance, and need for a larger slice of the pie.

In small groups, each group names

its own country and becomes that

nation’s government. Members of

each group take on a department

per person, and every

group/country is given 50 dried

beans. It is explained that this is 

the budget for their country, and

that this is the total amount they

have to spend. 

They divide it up between

themselves, deciding how to share

the budget between their

departments fairly. Suggested

government departments are given

on the previous page.

At various points in the activity, a

news flash is given out, and they

will have to adjust their budgets

accordingly to accommodate the

new state of affairs.

News flashes
> The coldest temperatures for ten

years are predicted this week 

(will affect health and 

transport budgets)

> There’s been a natural disaster

somewhere else in the world (will

affect the government’s budget for

foreign aid, and possible the

defence budget too)

> The conflict is escalating in XXXX

and the UN has asked for more

troops to assist

> Global recession is seeing a

SUMMARY

record number of unemployed

(will affect pensions and benefits)

> Fossil fuels are running out; new

energy sources need to be

developed urgently

> A new report has shown that

children are leaving school

without basic levels of literacy 

and numeracy.

> Knife crime has risen by 20% in

the past five years

It’s now the end of the year. They

need to feed back to their citizens

how the budget was spent.

Collate the results from each

group, and discuss any similarities

and differences. How did they

decide where the money was to

be spent? How did the news

flashes affect their decisions?
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